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1. General
Work
Programme
of the Legal
Committee

1. Review of the ICAO Rules for the Settlement of Differences;
2. International legal aspects of unmanned (pilotless) aircraft operations and
integration into civil aviation;
3. Processes and procedures for States to fulfil their obligations under
Article 12 of the Chicago Convention;
4. Acts or offences of concern to the international aviation community, including
cyber threats, that may not be adequately covered by existing air law instruments;

5. Promotion of the ratification of international air law instruments;
6. Study of international legal issues relating to global satellite systems and
services supporting international air navigation services;

Note:
To be reviewed
by C226, A41

7. Consideration of guidance on conflicts of interest; and
8. Implementation of Article 21 of the Chicago Convention.

Item 1 - Review of the ICAO Rules for the
Settlement of Differences
• Rules for the Settlement of Differences adopted by the
Council in 1957 and never amended substantially since then
• Applies to disputes submitted to the Council by Member
States under Chapter XVIII of the Chicago Convention
• LC/37 included the item to the Work Programme and
establishment of the WG-RRSD in May 2019
• Experts from 22 Member States have participated in the six
meetings held to date
• LC/38 considered a progress report
• WG-RRSD to present a revised set of Rules at LC/39

Item 1 - Review of the ICAO Rules for the Settlement of Differences

Examples of
key
provisions
considered by
the WG-RRSD

The scope of the Rules (i.e. application of the Rules only to the Chicago Convention and
the Transit and Transport Agreements or also to other international air law treaties?)
Expressly mentioning admissibility as a ground for preliminary objection and clarifying
the pleadings permitted (to align with the ICJ Rules of Court)

Whether and when the record of proceedings should be made public

Whether and how the Council may be assisted in formulating the reasons for its
decisions, including potentially through the use of outside expert assistance
Introduction of new provisions on practice directions, provisional measures and virtual
proceedings.

Item 2 – International legal aspects of unmanned (pilotless aircraft operations and
integration into civil aviation
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• Working Group
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• Secretariat
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Item 3 - Processes and procedures for States to fulfil their
obligations under Article 12 of the Chicago Convention
Background
• Under Article 12 of the Chicago Convention, the State of
Registry is responsible for ensuring: that the aircraft
complies with the rules and regulations relating to the
flight and manoeuvre of aircraft in force wherever such
aircraft may be; and the prosecution of all persons violating
those rules and regulations.
• Establishment of the Article 12 Task Force in Force in April
2021 further to the inclusion of the item to the LC’s Work
Programme by A40

Clarify the objectives and
purposes of A12

Review means and
mechanisms established
to facilitate implementing
and identify any
shortcomings
Consider harmonizing
mechanisms for States to
fulfill their A12
obligations
Identify guidance/tools
to support implementing
A12 obligations by States

Deliverables

The A12TF will undertake
a study of the
implementation of A12
by States and identify the
means and mechanisms
for States to support and
enhance their
implementation

Tasks

Output

Scope of Work of the Article 12 Task Force
Development of a
process to use for the
efficient notification and
communication of alleged
violations of regulations
Recommendations of
procedures and best
practices regarding the
investigations and
enforcement of cases
Any other relevant
deliverable identified by
the A12TF

Meetings of Article 12 Task Force
• The First Meeting of the A12 TF was held on 23 November 2021
• The meeting received presentations from the experts on the national
experiences and practices of their States regarding the implementation
of flight rules and regulations pursuant to Article 12
• Additional meetings of the Article 12 Task Force will be scheduled.

Implementation Challenges
Lack of efficient and timely communication between CAAs

In case of violation, difficulties for States to have full confidence in the evidence
gathered
Difficulty to enforce sanctions against foreign airlines that are in breach of the rules of
the air as they often refuse to pay fines or avoid returning to the State’s territory

Delays in receiving a notification of a rules of the air violation by a foreign operator or
pursuing such an investigation
Difficulties in prosecuting a violation of the rules of the air over the high seas or under a
delegated airspace

Item 4 - Acts or offences of concern to the international aviation
community, including cyber threats, that may not be adequately
covered by existing air law instruments
Key tasks:
• Publication, in June 2019, of the Manual on the Legal
Aspects of Unruly and Disruptive Passengers (Doc 10117)
• The Secretariat has monitored events and responded to
inquiries relating to the MP2014 and Doc 10117, with regard
to their application to the implementation and enforcement of
COVID-19 public health and safety measures on board
aircraft
• Provided an input to CART with respect to actions that States
may take to ensure that unruly and disruptive behavior
relative to COVID-19 measures is properly addressed

Item 4 - Acts or offences of concern to the international aviation
community, including cyber threats, that may not be adequately
covered by existing air law instruments
Legal work on cybersecurity:
• LC/38 considered a report based on the work of the Research Subgroup on Legal
Aspects. It concludes that:
✓ The existing international air law framework is partially adequate in addressing
cyber threats against civil aviation as certain gaps have been identified
✓ Scope of the 2010 Beijing instruments provides a sufficient basis for States to
successfully prosecute individuals and entities conducting cyber-attacks
• New governance structure for cybersecurity in ICAO - Cyber Security Panel
(CYSECP)

Item 5 - Promotion of the ratification of international
air law instruments
Ongoing Activities
•
•
•
•

State Letters
State Visits
Regional seminars
Administrative
Packages
• Treaty Collection
• Treaty Event
Ongoing Activities

Item 6 - Study of international legal issues relating to global satellite
systems and services supporting international air navigation services
• Previous work has led to the adoption of
Assembly Resolutions A32-19 on a Charter
on the rights and obligations of States
relating to GNSS Services and A32-20 on
the Long-term legal framework to govern the
implementation of GNSS
• No major recent activity within ICAO. The
Secretariat will continue to observe any new
development relating to this subject

Defining conflicts of interest - Personal
• Official has private interests that may be perceived to improperly influence or
interfere with the performance of his or her official duties and responsibilities
attributed to situations involving: financial interest, family, emotional life, political
or national affinity of the official

Defining conflicts on interest - Organizational
• Organization fails to act or is impeded from acting impartially due to outside activities or
relationships it has with other entities such as through common ownership by the State of
regulatory and operating entities, regulatory duties by designated staff of operating entities
and combination of regulatory and service provision in the same entity .

Item 7 - Consideration of guidance on conflicts of interest
Conflicts of interest (real or perceived), arising from such interactions or
relationships, may hamper effective, independent and impartial regulation.

Conflicts of interest situations in civil aviation
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ICAO guidance on conflicts of interest
•

•

•

The 39th Session of the Assembly adopted
Resolution A39-8 entitled “Conflict of interest in civil
aviation” urging States to establish a framework on
COIs that applies to civil aviation activities
Publication in July 2019 of a compilation consisting of
ICAO provisions on COI on aviation safety, security
and accident and incident investigation, as well as air
transport policy contained in ICAO Annexes 13, 17
and 19 and over a dozen ICAO Manuals
The Secretariat to undertake further reviews and
updates

Paragraph 2.2.5
“… In those States where the State is both
the regulatory authority and service
provider (for example an airport operator,
aircraft operator, air traffic service
provider, screening authority or other
service provider). In order to avoid any
potential conflict of interest, there should
be a clear separation of functions and
responsibilities
between
the
State
regulator/oversight authority and any
State-run operator or service provider. All
… procedures should be followed as
though the operating agency was a nongovernmental entity.”

ICAO Doc 10047,
Aviation Security
Oversight Manual The
Establishment and
Management of a
State’s Security
Oversight System

Sample COI provision in a Civil Aviation Law

Qualifications for appointment
(2) A person shall not qualify for
appointment as a DG or member of the
CAA Board who(d)is regulated by the Authority or has an
interest in an entity regulated by the
Authority.

The Minister shall appoint “persons
without substantial conflict of interest
with the Authority”

Item 8 - Implementation of Article 21 of the Chicago Convention
•

•
•

•

Article 21 of the Chicago Convention
provides the basis for the exchange of
aircraft registration, ownership and control
data between States
LEB prepared a questionnaire to States,
which was distributed in the summer of 2017
Two meetings of the Article 21 Task Force
were held in Sept. 2017 and April 2018
Adoption by the Council in March 2022 of a
Model Certificate of De-registration of Aircraft
in Annex 7 – Aircraft Registration and
Nationality Marks

2. Preparing for the 41th Session of the ICAO Assembly
• LC/38 Report to be endorsed by the Council in June 2022
• A41 to be held in a hybrid format from 27 Sept. to 14 Oct. 2022
• Legal Commission
✓ Review of the Work Programme of the Organization in the Legal Field
✓ Review of the Consolidated Statement of Continuing ICAO Policies in
the Legal Field
• Deadline for the submission of WPs is 2 Aug. and for IPs is 13 Sept. 2022

Conclusion
The Work Programme of
the Organization in the
legal field continuously
evolves to address new
and emerging issues in
civil aviation.
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